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Chapter 1
The wind drops. Silence. The sliver of the Moon provides little
light and the cold is a living thing. Creeping into bones. Chilling skin.
A crack. A frozen twig snaps. The sound smacks off the tree
I’m sitting beneath. Crystal clear. Close. Too close. I bury my
face in the thin material of my summer top. Trying to hide the
cloud of breath. Hiding it from my hunters.
I want to run. To move. The immobility is uncomfortable
but that’s nothing compared to my desire to escape. Craig, sit
still.
I wait for more sound, wrapping my arms around my body
to retain heat. The snow on the ground is frozen and my pants
are wet – conducting warmth away from me. Every second I’m
leaking life.
A small flurry of ice crystals falls. Is someone above me? I
look up. The dark canopy of the Norwegian pine hides all. I slow
my breathing. Holding the air. Minimizing my aural signature.
It’s time to be quiet.
More ice drifts down as a small puff of air touches my cheek.
I let my breath go. Just some wind. No one above me.
I wish myself back to the warmth of the cabin that lies less
than a mile away. A log fire ripping heat through the building.
A second sound. Faint. Right on the edge of existence. A
crunch? A light touch of a foot to snow? A shuffle of a hand on the
forest floor? Same direction. To my left.
I press hard into the tree. Merging into the bark. Breathing
sap.
It’s useless. I’m in plain view. They have night vision.
Time to run? Time to stay? I can’t sit much longer.
I’ll freeze to death.
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I move my head to the right. Slowly. Trees. Nothing but trees.
A blessing and a curse. The trees will provide some cover but, in
the dark, I can’t move with any speed. I’ve already headbutted
two trees on my way to where I’m sitting. They, on the other
hand, can run flat out. And even if I lose them, my footprints are
a trail of breadcrumbs.
Click. A soft click. Metal setting on metal. Bullet time.
I’m up. Pushing hard against the tree. Throwing myself forward as the bark explodes around me. The gun’s report arrives
a split second later. A wounding shot if I hadn’t moved. I roll to
the left and try to overcome my cold-sapped muscles. I am running before I’m fully upright. Away from the sound. I grab the
first tree, feeling the cool texture, rough to my hands. I swing
behind it. I gather speed. My feet compressing snow with a
hollow munch.
There are no shouts from behind. They’re too smart to let
me know how many. I pray there’s only one but I suspect there
are more. Wind rushes in my ears as I duck round the next tree
and cut hard right. A second bullet creates a whistle as the air is
parted at speed.
I’m a wanted man. I thought they wanted me alive. I might be
wrong. Back in Washington orders were given. Bring back Craig
McIntyre. Maybe the order had dead or alive stamped across it.
I’ve been on the run for a year. Suits at my back door the
whole way. I’ve been hiding from people with the scale of
resources that always made my freedom a long shot – but so far
I’ve been lucky. Not good – just lucky.
Trees flash by. Branches whipping me. Iron-hard rods. I
don’t bother with zig-zagging. Distance is key. I will take a right
in fifteen trees. I count as I run. Fourteen, fifteen – a hard
right and keep running. Thirty trees now. Then another right.
Circle back. Don’t do the obvious. Thirty more. I jig right again.
Now for a long run.
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I drop to a jog. The run is heating me up, but it’s a false
warmth. Draining me. Using up calories that I need. I have no
food. No method to replace the energy.
I try to orientate myself. Working my head to retrace my steps,
turning rights into lefts – backtracking to the cabin to try to
figure my direction. This is a deep, dense forest. Millions of
acres spread across northern Canada. The Moon sits on my left
shoulder. The stars are thick when the trees thin out. I keep up
the jog and skirt a small clearing. I look up. The Big Dipper. I
follow it to find the Pole Star, turn my back on it, leave the clearing and take up the run again.
Civilization is south. North is nothing.
Picking up a rhythm as the forest slides by, I want to stop,
front up the pursuers, but they’re an unknown. I have no body
count. One on one might work out. One on many won’t. Head
down, keep pounding. It’s the way of things.
I flick right, hitting a slope. The wind in my ears and the
pumping of blood takes the edge off my hearing, but there’s
something.
I stop, grab a breath, hold. Listening. Water. Running water.
I turn to the sound, letting my Doc Martins find traction, and
push on. I run at right angles to the small slope before stopping
again to check for sounds behind. Nothing.
I stumble on a rock – catching myself before I go flying.
Beneath me a spray of water is bouncing off ice. A small waterfall in the stream has kept up enough speed to stave off freezing.
Above and below this spot the stream is frozen but there must be
flowing water under the ice, feeding the waterfall. The stream
slides away into the trees. A silver path, free of snow, gleaming in
the half-light.
‘Don’t use water as an escape.’ My army instructor’s voice
debunking a myth. ‘Wet is cold and weight. Wet is bad.’
I look at the snow-free ice, imagining plunging through to
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the water below. I leap the waterfall, running into the forest,
sprint downstream for a hundred yards, emerge from the trees
and leap over the stream again, back into the forest to run a further hundred. It won’t fool them but it’ll slow them down.
It never fools them. Just puts the men in suits a few steps
back. But they are relentless. A senator, sitting in a $10,000
leather chair, is behind it all. He wants me and wants me badly.
I run up a slope.
Then I’m airborne.
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Chapter 2
For an instant I’m above the forest canopy. Beneath me a million
white Christmas trees point to the sky. I plunge. As I hit the first
tree I throw my hands to my face. I keep dropping. Snow and
branches claw at me. My shoulder connects with a tree trunk
and I’m flipped onto my back. Then I hit the forest floor – hard.
I lie, taking stock of my body. Checking for pain. Moving
joints to check for breaks. I let my hands brush away debris,
seeking blood.
I come up dry. Battered but still a full count on all my liquid.
This could be a break. A sore one, but a break. The hunters
will need to find a way down the precipice. Giving me more time
to move. I’ll still be leaving a trail but it’ll take time for them to
pick it up.
Head down. Pump up the volume. It’s time to move again.
Pace is the key. My heart starts to warm to the challenge
and the slight down-slope is a blessing. I’m conscious that each
step could be into a hole or a stream but walking won’t stop that
happening.
The air is cold. Drawing breath hurts. Burning where it
should be freezing. The temperature is still dropping. I can feel
my toes. Which is a good sign. But they’re starting to numb.
I’m not dressed for a run in the forest – I didn’t know the
agency would come calling. I should’ve been sleeping in full
winter gear. Ready to react. Ready to run. Always ready.
It’s been over a week since I stumbled on the cabin. Dead for
the winter. Shut up tight. Well stocked. It didn’t take long to heat
up once I found the pile of cut logs under a snowdrift. I figured
that my pursuers were not close. A month since the last encounter. That had been far to the north in the wasteland bordering
Ontario – once the Northwest Territories. The road up to the
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cabin was three miles and the main road serving the area little
more than a one-lane blacktop.
My hitch dropped me at a junction a mile short of the cabin
road. The truck driver didn’t ask where I was going. Only a
madman would be dropped off so far from the nearest town –
and you don’t talk to madmen.
My only concern was that he would talk at his next stop. The
fact that I’m now being chased through the forest is presumably
testament to his vocal talents. Short of being tracked by satellite
I can think of no other way that the hunters can have found me.
The agency has resources that seem unlimited. A year of running has taught me that.
It’s what I can do that they really want. It’s what goes on in
my head. The chaos that I can unleash. Someone once called
me a catalyst – bringing out the evil that lies within people. I
bubble it up, let it loose. Set man on man, woman on woman,
people on people. And people die when I’m around. The agency
see me as a tool to be used. The sort of tool that people in power
could make use of. They have tried once and many died. They
will never stop. They will just keep coming.
The slope tumbles to my left and I follow it. I feel welded
to a route that has no destination. My feet plunge in and out
of the snow. Ankle deep. Fresh powder. A skier’s dream. An
opening appears on my left. A wide sweeping gap in the forest.
Untouched – even by wildlife. The gap provides a brief glimpse
of a vast forest vista. And, for a second, there’s something else.
Out of place. A small cloud hanging above the trees – too low to
be anything but moisture rising from below.
I slow down, back up and take in the view. The moonlight is
stronger in the gap. The slit of illumination from the sky pulling
up some detail. The cloud is a small column. Rising from the
far end of the gap. Dirt-colored against the white. A fire or an
engine. In this weather both signal humanity.
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A noise rises from behind me. Something screeching. A bird.
Moved to voice by a disturbance. Animal or human? I walk out
into the gap and pick up a jog.
Out in the open I feel vulnerable. My security blanket ripped
from me. Head down, I focus on the cloud. I want to look back
but if there’s a gun pointed my way seeing it won’t stop the bullet.
The clearing is deep with snow underfoot. I’m up to my
knees at points. Each step is tough and draining. My next one
keeps the down button depressed and I fall forward. My head
vanishes into the powder. Snow fills my world.
I reach out to catch the fall but my hands encounter nothing
but forgiving white. I’m face down with a good foot of snow
above me. I roll my head to grab air, lying still. Cocooned.
After a few seconds I push up, my head cresting the hollow
I’ve formed. I look back. No movement. I look forward and the
cloud is rising twenty yards away.
I stand.
Shaking the snow from my clothes I walk towards the cloud.
A bang sends me back to the ground.
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